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The vector correlations in Ca+HCl, Ca+DCl, and Ca+TCl reactions have been investigated
by means of the quasi-classical trajectory calculations on PES constructed by means of
multireference configuration interaction. The distributions of P (θr ), P (φr ) and the PDDCSs
of (2π/σ)(dσ00 /dωt ), (2π/σ)(dσ20 /dωt ), (2π/σ)(dσ22+ /dωt ), (2π/σ)(dσ21− /dωt ) have been
calculated based on the surface. The remarkable isotopic effects in the reactions are observed,
and the mechanism which may be ascribed to different mass factors is discussed.
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action from Ca+HCl reactants to CaCl+H products.
Thereafter, several studies have been conducted based
on this PES. In 2010, the equilibrium structure and
three-dimensional PES of the Ca-HCl van der Waals
complex in its ground electronic state have been determined from accurate ab initio calculations using the
MRCI+Q and the coupled-cluster method (CCSD(T))
by Koput et al. [9], and the core-electron correlation,
high-order valence-electron correlation and scalar relativistic effects were investigated. Meanwhile, vibrationrotation energy levels of various Ca-HCl isotopomers
and spectroscopic constants were predicted, but the
PES cannot be applied to dynamics calculation of
Ca+HCl reaction because it mainly describes the local minimum. Sanz et al. performed time-dependent
real-wave-packet (RWP) quantum calculations of the
Ca+HCl(v, j) reactive collisions based on this PES [10].
The reaction probabilities and cross sections over a
wide range of collision energy intervals were determined,
which indicates that the energy dependence of the reaction probabilities exhibited quantum resonance structure for a fixed total angular momentum. However, the
stereodynamics investigations for the system have not
been found.
In order to fully understand the reactive properties
of the system, we carried out the stereodynamics study
for the three isotopic reactions:

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, potential energy surface (PES) construction and reaction dynamic research have been the subject of experimental and theoretical studies. Reactions of Ca+HCl, Ca+DCl, and Ca+TCl have been
considered as typical “Harpoonlike” mechanism models [1, 2] to analyze the influence of the initial state
of the reactants and its effect on the final state distribution. Harpoonlike reactions between metal atoms M
and halide molecules XR with X=F, Cl, Br, or I and
R=H or CH3 constitute nice examples of such reordering: one electron of the metal atom “jumps” towards
the halide molecule and forms an unstable anion, which
fragments and leads to products MX and R. The reaction of Ca+HCl→CaCl+H involves an alkali-earth atom
and a hydrogen halide, which is considered to be a textbook example to study the influence of electronic, the
vibrational and rotational excitations of reactants, the
final-state distribution of products, and the stereodynamics.
Obtaining realistic PES is rather difficult for
Ca+HCl→CaCl+H reaction, because of large changes
in the ionic character along the reaction path. Most
PESs are based on semiempirical approaches [3−5] or
models such as the diatom-in-molecule (DIM) method
[6, 7]. The PESs based on accurate ab initio calculations are relatively scarce. In 2005, PES of the
ground electronic state of CaHCl has been obtained
from 6400 ab initio points calculated at the multireference configuration-interaction (MRCI) level and represented by a global analytical expression by Verbockhaven and co-workers [8], which describe the full re-

Ca + HCl → CaCl + H
Ca + DCl → CaCl + D
Ca + TCl → CaCl + T

(1)
(2)
(3)

II. THEORY
A. Vector correlations

The computational formula of vector correlations of
the product can be found elsewhere [11−13] and have
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bution is written as
X [k] 1 dσkq
P (ωt , ωr ) =
Ckq (θr , φr )∗
4π σ dωt

687

(7)

kq

1 dσkq
is a generalized PDDCS.
σ dωt
The PDDCS is written in the following form,

where [k]=2k+1,

X k1
1 dσkq±
S k1 Ck q (θt , 0)
=
σ dωt
4π kq± 1
FIG. 1 The center-of-mass coordinate system describing the
k, k0 , and j correlations.

been widely used in recent years [14−20], here we will
only present the definitions of the vectors in brief. Figure 1 displays the reference frame used in this work. We
choose the center of mass (CM) frame to express the
degree of the polarization of product rotational angular
momentum j0 . The reagent relative velocity vector k
is parallel to the z-axis and x-z plane is the scattering
plane containing the initial and final relative velocity
vectors, k and k0 , θt is the angle between k and k0 , θr
and φr are the polar and azimuthal angles of the final
rotational angular momentum j0 .
The distribution function P (θr ) describing the k-j0
correlation can be expanded in a series of Legendre
polynomials as follows
1X
(k)
(2k + 1)a0 Pk (cosθr )
2
k
Z π
=
P (θr )Pk (cosθr )sinθr dθr

P (θr ) =
(k)

a0

(4)

0

(5)

= hPk (cosθr )i
(k)

The expanding coefficients a0 are called as orientation (k is odd) or alignment (k is even) parameters.
The dihedral angle distribution function P (φr ) describing k-k0 -j0 correlation can be expanded in Fourier
series as


X
1 
1+
an cosnφr  +
P (φr ) =
2π
even,n≥2
X
bn sinnφr
(6)
odd,n≥1

where an =2hcosnφr i, bn =2hsinnφr i. In this calculation,
P (φr ) is expanded up to n=24, which shows good convergence.
The full three-dimensional angular distribution associated with k-k0 -j0 can be represented by a set of generalized polarization-dependent differential cross-section
(PDDCS) in the CM frame which is the same as the
Refs.[11−13]. The fully correlated CM angular distriDOI:10.1088/1674-0068/24/06/686-690

(8)

k1

k1
where the Skq±
is evaluated using the expected value
expression,
k1
Skq±
= hCk1 q (θt , 0)Ckq (θr , 0)[(−1)q eiqφr ± e−iqφr ]i (9)

where the angular brackets represent an average over
all angles.
Many photon-initiated bimolecular reaction experiments is sensitive to only those polarization moments with k=0 and k=2. In order to provide values which is convenient to compare with experiments,
we calculate (2π/σ)(dσ00 /dωt ), (2π/σ)(dσ20 /dωt ),
(2π/σ)(dσ22+ /dωt ), (2π/σ)(dσ21− /dωt ). In the calculations, PDDCSs are expanded up to k1 =7, which is
sufficient for good convergence.
B. Computational details of quasi-classical trajectory

In the calculations, batches of 105 trajectories are run
for each reaction and the integration step size is chosen as 0.1 fs. The collision energy is chosen as 0.8 eV
for the title reactions. The accuracy of the numerical
integration is verified by checking the conservation of
the total energy and total angular momentum for every trajectory. The vibrational and rotational levels of
the reactants molecule are taken as v=0, j=0, respectively. Trajectories start at an initial distance of 40.0 Å
between the Ca atom and the center of mass of HCl,
the impact parameters bmax for the three reactions of
Ca+HCl, Ca+DCl, and Ca+TCl are 2.0, 1.9, and 1.8 Å,
respectively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The generalized PDDCSs describe the k-k0 -j0 correlation and the scattering direction of the product
molecule. The results of the reactions are shown in
Fig.2.
The PDDCSs (2π/σ)(dσ00 /dωt ), which is simply the
differential cross-section (DCS), only describes the kk0 correlation or the scattering direction of the product
and is not associated with the orientation and alignment
of the product rotational angular momentum vector j0 ,
as can be shown in Fig.2(a). It is can be seen that
the product molecules CaCl for the three reactions are
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FIG. 2 (a) The PDDCS with (k, q)=(0, 0). (b)−(d) The PDDCSs with (k, q±)=(2, 0), (2, 2+), (2, 1−) respectively.

strongly forward, backward, and weakly sideway scattered, respectively. As the masses of reactant increased,
the tendencies of both the forward and backward scattering enhance. For Ca+TCl reaction, the increase of
scattering intensity is especially obvious.
The PDDCSs (2π/σ)(dσ20 /dωt ), which is the expectation value of the second legendre moment hP2 (cos θr )i,
is drawn in Fig.2(b). The curve shows the opposite
trend to that of (2π/σ)(dσ00 /dωt ), which indicates that
j0 is strongly aligned perpendicularly to k. The trend
is especially obvious when θt =180◦ , showing the preferential polarization along the direction perpendicular
to k at this angle. It is also found that the trend becomes weaker while the mass of reactant molecule increases. The distribution (2π/σ)(dσ20 /dωt ) of the reaction Ca+TCl differs from that of reaction Ca+HCl or
Ca+DCl. When θt >135◦ , the polarization trend of two
reactions Ca+HCl and Ca+DCl is consistent totally,
and both are weaker polarized along with the direction
perpendicular to k than that of the reaction Ca+TCl
at θt =180◦ . The PDDCSs (2π/σ)(dσ22+ /dωt ) is relative to hsin2 θr cos2φr i, the distributions of which is depicted in Fig.2(c). For the three reactions, the values of
(2π/σ)(dσ22+ /dωt ) are negative indicating the remarkable preference of product alignment along the y-axis,
and polarization trend of the three reactions displayed
consistently. It is shown that the preference of product alignment increases while the mass of the product
increases. The strongest polarization of the products
for all the three reactions appears at about θt =38◦ and
θt =145◦ .
The PDDCSs (2π/σ)(dσ21− /dωt ) related to
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/24/06/686-690

h− sin2 θr cosφr i, which is depicted in Fig.2(d).
For Ca+HCl and Ca+DCl reaction, j0 of CaCl tends
to an isotropic distribution and there is no obvious
polarization. However, for the reaction of Ca+TCl,
the product is polarized along x+z at about θt =16◦ or
θt =165◦ and along x−z at about θt =90◦ .
The PDDCSs which is shown in Fig.2 contains abundant dynamic information of the angular momentum
polarization. In order to get a better graphical representation of the polarization of the products from the title
reactions, we have plotted P (θr ) and P (φr ) distributions which are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4, respectively.
The P (θr ) distributions which represent the k-j0 correlation are shown in Fig.3. It is obviously shown that
the peaks of the P (θr ) distributions are at θr =90◦ and
symmetric with regard to 90◦ , which directly demonstrates that the product rotational angular momentum
vector j0 is strongly aligned along the direction perpendicular to the relative velocity direction k. It is clearly
that there is an obvious discrepancy among the distribution of three reactions: the peaks become smaller and
broader with the mass of the substituted atom increasing, indicating that the product rotational alignment
becomes weaker. j0 tends toward a less anisotropic distribution with respect to the vector k. For the reaction
of A+BC→AB+C, the P (θr ) distributions are sensitive
to two factors: the characters of the PES and the mass
factor [11, 12, 20],
cos2 β =

mA mC
(mA + mB )(mC + mB )

(10)

Under the condition of adiabatic approximation, no
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FIG. 3 The angular distribution of P (θr ) reflecting the k-j0
correlation is shown for the three reactions.

FIG. 4 The P (φr ) shows the dihedral angle distribution of
j0 with respect to the k-k0 plane.

need to consider the influence of PES on isotopic effect because the PESs are the same for the substitutive
reactions. Thus, the diminishing mass factors which
are 0.015, 0.029, and 0.042 for Ca+HCl, Ca+DCl, and
Ca+TCl reactions, correspondingly, result in the diminishingly weaker alignment.
Figure 4 shows the P (φr ) distributions for the three
reactions. The dihedral angle distribution of j0 with
respect to the k-k0 plane, P (φr ) tends to be asymmetric with respect to the k-k0 scattering plane (or about
φr =180◦ ), directly reflecting the strong polarization of
the angular momentum. The peaks appear at φr =90◦
and 270◦ , showing that the j0 of products for the three
reactions are mainly oriented along the y-axis of the
CM frame. For each reaction, the peak at φr =270◦ is
evidently higher than that of φr =90◦ , revealing that the
rotational angular momentum vector of product CaCl
is not only aligned but also oriented along the negative
direction of y-axis. With the increase of the mass of
the substituted atoms for the three reactions, the peaks
become lower and lower at φr =270◦ , respectively. In
other words, the alignment degrees of the products become weaker and weaker as the masses of the reactant
molecules increase. In the previous studies of Han et al.
[21, 22], the “impulse collision model” is developed to
calculate the product rotational alignment for the atom
and molecule reaction. According to the model, the rotational angular momentum of the product molecule j0
can be expressed as follows:

asymmetry. For the Ca+HCl, Ca+DCl, and Ca+TCl
reactions, the orientation of the product CaCl results
from the repulsive energy between the H and Cl atom,
which leads to the violation of the symmetry when the
reactions occur.
The polar plots of P (θr , φr ) distribution averaged
over all scattering angles for the three reactions are
given in Fig.5. The peaks of the distributions appear at
(90◦ , 270◦ ), which are in good accordance with those of
P (θr ) and P (φr ). This indicates that the products are
preferentially polarized perpendicular to the scattering
plane, and the products of reactions are mainly rotating
in planes parallel to the scattering planes.

mA
j0 = L sin2 β + j cos2 β + J1
mAB
p
J1 = µBC R(rAB × rCB )

(11)
(12)

where L is the reagent orbital angular momentum and
β is the skew angle. rAB and rCB are unit vectors where
B points to A and C, respectively, µBC is the reduced
mass of the BC molecule and R is the repulsive energy.
During the chemical-bond forming and breaking in reaction, the term L sin2 β + j cos2 β is symmetric, while the
term J1 mA /mAB shows a preferring direction because
of the effect of the repulsive energy, which leads to the
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/24/06/686-690

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have employed QCT method to
investigate the vector correlation between the product and reagent for the three reactions of Ca+HCl,
Ca+DCl, and Ca+TCl at the collision energy of 0.8 eV.
The distributions of P (θr ), P (φr ), and the four PDDCSs have been calculated. The distributions of PDDCSs as a function of θt demonstrate that the product
molecules are strongly forward and backward scattered
for the three reactions and have the tendency to align
along direction of y-axis and tend to have an isotropic
distribution at the direction of x±z. As the masses of
the substitute atom increase, the backward scattered is
stronger and alignment along y-axis becomes more obvious. Along the direction of x±z, the isotropic distribution changes and the alignment can be seen for the
reaction of Ca+TCl. From the distributions of P (θr )
and P (φr ), it is concluded that the rotational angular
momentum vector of product CaCl is not only aligned
but also oriented along the negative direction of y-axis.
The pronounced isotopic effect is attributable to different mass factors for the three reactions.
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FIG. 5 Polar plots of P (θr , φr ) distribution averaged over all scattered angles for the three reactions. (a), (b), and (c)
present the reaction of Ca+HCl, Ca+DCl, and Ca+TCl respectively.
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